
Muslim Businessman Predicts White Race in
Australia Will Become Extinct in 40 Years

written by GEG | July 31, 2017

Reacting to the reports of low sperm count in Western males, Mohamed Elmouelhy said that
Australian men are too busy smoking, drinking beer, and taking drugs to procreate.

President Bill Clinton Was Responsible for
Giving Nuke Technology to North Korea

written by GEG | July 31, 2017

Clinton authorized the building of nuclear reactors in North Korea that can create
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fissionable material for atomic bombs.

North Korea Tested a Missile that
Theoretically Could Reach California

written by GEG | July 31, 2017

North Korea conducted a missile test that may be capable of reaching the American
mainland, which drew a sharp warning from Trump and a rebuke from China.

Radical Global Warming Reported in American
Press in 1922

written by GEG | July 31, 2017
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This historical fact negates the recent theory that global warming is caused by CO2 from
burning fossil fuels. In 1922, industrialization was still in its infancy.

Putin Ordered 755 US Diplomats to Leave
Russia

written by GEG | July 31, 2017

Russian President Putin ordered 755 US diplomats to leave the country after the US
Senate overwhelmingly voted Thursday to impose new sanctions on Russia.
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Holistic Doctor and Wife Plummet to Their
Deaths, Adding to 60+ List of Strange Deaths
of Doctors

written by GEG | July 31, 2017

Over the past two years, there have been more than 60 (repeat, 60) strange deaths of
holistic and alternative doctors who reject drugs as the treatment of choice.

Sperm Levels in Western Men Have Fallen by
50% over the Past 40 Years – and The Trend
Continues

written by GEG | July 31, 2017
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Toxic chemicals are added to everything we eat, breath, and touch, the possibly
irreversible process could lead to the extinction of entire populations and races living
in the West.

UK: Government Assumes Right to Decide Where
Baby Shall Die

written by GEG | July 31, 2017
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The hospital and court system prevented the parents from seeking experimental treatment
in the US, and now has prevented them from bringing him home to die.

China Is Using Artificial Intelligence to
Predict Who Is Likely to Commit A Crime and
Arrest Them Before They Do It

written by GEG | July 31, 2017

People will be imprisoned, not because they commit a crime, but because a computer
thinks they will do so in the future or – more to the point – because a member of the
ruling oligarchy says a computer has done so.
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RAND Corporation Strategist Says Afghani
Refugees Committing Most Rapes and Crime in
Europe

written by GEG | July 31, 2017

Afghan refugees commit a disproportionate amount of crime in Europe, and believe they
are the tip of the spear of Islamic hordes that eventually will overpower Western
culture.

President Trump Says Transgenders Will Not
Be Allowed to Serve in the Military

written by GEG | July 31, 2017
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The number of transgender people currently serving is estimated between 4,000 and 15,000
and there is a current 6-month delay in allowing them to enlist.

Pediatrician Says Childhood Gender Change Is
Child Abuse

written by GEG | July 31, 2017

Children between the ages of 9 and 12 are being given puberty-blocking drugs and sex-
altering hormones as precursors to surgically changing their sex.
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